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Abstract— The paper deals with the mathematical modeling 

of induction contour hardening of gear wheels. Uniformity 

criteria of obtained contour profile are discussed. In order to 

determine the electrical efficiency of the process its first stage: 

induction heating is considered. Numerical modelling of coupled 

non-linear electromagnetic and temperature fields are 

described. In order to evaluate accuracy of the proposed 

approach exemplary computations of the full process are 

provided. Results are compared with measurements and 

satisfactory accordance is achieved.  
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I. INDUCTION CONTOUR HARDENING (ICH)  

The ICH process makes possible to obtain a thin hardened 
zone along the working surface of treated elements. The 
process is effective: short in time and energy-saving in 
opposite to a long-term, energy consuming, classical surface 
heat treatment like for instance carbonizing and consequent 
hardening [1]. In many advanced industrial applications the 
crucial quality condition is connected not only with thickness 
but also with the uniformity of the hardened contour zone. Its 
thickness is described by the Surface Depth Hardening (SDH) 
[2] defined as the distance perpendicular to any surface point 
to a such inside point where the hardness decreases to the 80 
% of the maximal value. Uniform shape of profile is especially 
important in a case of gear wheels used in automobile and 
aerospace industries. For the ICH process of gear wheels with 
modulus m > 6 mm satisfactory results could be achieved by 
means of the Tooth-by-Tooth Induction Hardening (TTIH) 
method [3]. For smaller gear wheels mostly the Dual 
Frequency Induction Hardening (DFIH) method is applied [4], 
but anyway it is not easy to obtain the uniform thickness of the 
hardened contour zone [5]. Uniformity of the contour profile 
could be represented by the coefficient K (see Fig.1):  
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Fig.1 Definition of  uniformity coefficient K. h – height of the tooth, h1 – SDH 
coefficient on the axis of the root,  h2 – SDH coefficient on the axis of the top 

 The paper concentrates on mathematical modelling of 
induction heating as the first stage of the ICH process, which 
makes possible to determine electrical efficiency of the 

process and also to analyse which parameters of the system 
influenced on it. As the example the Consecutive Dual 
Frequency Induction Hardening (CDFIH) for small gear 
wheels is considered.  

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 

The ISH process consists of two consecutive stages: rapid 
induction heating and intensive cooling. A break between 
these two stages (austenitization) is very short and it could be 
neglected.  In order to calculate the electrical efficiency of the 
ICH process we should concentrate on the induction heating 

stage only. The electrical efficiency e  is defined 
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where: Pt – total active power delivered to the system from the 
generator calculated by means of Poynting theorem [6],  
pV  – volumetric density representing the sum of MF and HF 
power released in the element. 

The block scheme of the applied algorithm is presented in 
Fig. 2  

 

Fig.2 Block scheme of the heating stage of the ICH process 

Input data are completed based upon measurements or 

taken from proper databases. A kind of prior microstructure 

influencing on critical temperature is taken into account as 

well [7]. Computations are provided by means of the Flux 3D 

software for coupled electromagnetic and temperature fields 

[8]. Based upon electromagnetic computations volumetric 

density of active power pv, absolute value of the magnetic field 

intensity and velocity of induction heating vih. Non-linear 

dependence of electric conductivity  on temperature is The paper was prepared within the NCBiR project PBS2/A5/41/2014. 
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noticed. The magnetic permeability changes rapidly because 

of magnetic transformation at the Curie point Ac2. It is 

determined by measurements and considered as dependent on 

the absolute value of the magnetic field intensity and on the 

temperature [9]. Other material properties (specific heat cp, 

thermal conductivity ) as well as convection heat transfer ch 

and radiation heat transfer rh are considered as temperature 

dependent. It is assumed that temperature of convection and 

radiation environments are the same 

ac ar aT T T     (3)  

Multiple reflection phenomena are neglected [10]. 
Computations of induction heating terminate when the 
average temperature exceeds the hardening temperature Th  

h 3 ih 3m( )T Ac v Ac T    (4) 

where: Ac3 – upper critical temperature guaranteed 
termination of austenite transformation, Ac3m – modified value 

of the upper critical temperature dependent on heating rate,  

– increase of temperature, = 15 – 30 K.  

 In case of a special quality kind of steel having as a prior 
microstructure the tempered martensite (like for instance steel 
AISI 4340 or other similar) the temperature increase 

in order to exceed the critical temperature 
Acm(vih) guaranteed the uniform austenite microstructure. 
Exemplary dependences of the critical temperatures for 
investigated steel on heating rate are determined from the 
Time-Temperature-Austenitization (TTA) diagram taken 
from specialized measurements. Final step of computations is 
determination of the electric efficiency and its comparison 
with classical hardening methods.  

III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

Exemplary computations are provided for small gear 
wheels with modulus m = 2 mm and number of teeth n = 16, 
made of steel AISI4340 by the Consecutive Dual Frequency 
Induction Hardening (CDFIH). Configuration of the 
inductors-sprayer system is shown in Fig. 3 

 

Fig.3 Configuration of the inductors-sprayer system during CDFIH 
process [11] 

Dimensions and parameters of the analysed CDFIH 
system are listed in details in [11]. Modified upper critical 
temperature Ac3m for real induction heating conditions with 

the heating rate of 230 K/s is equal to 840C, It means that the 

hardening temperature  reaches value of about 940C. In order 
to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed modelling it is 
necessary to compare distribution of calculated and measured 
hardness. It means that we calculate the full process of 

induction hardening. For the cooling stage also the Flux 3D 
software for temperature field coupled with the modified QT 
steel software supported by several own numerical procedures 
for calculation of hardness and microstructure fields are 
applied.  

Comparison of obtained results are collected in  Table 1 

TABLE 1 COMPUTED (HVc) AND MEASURED (HVm) 
HARDNESS DISTRIBUTION 

Distance, mm 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 

HVc 690 686 682 676 660 590 490 

HVm 684 680 672 666 650 571 480 
 

Quite reasonable accordance between calculations 
and measurements are achieved.  

CONCLUSIONS 

 The paper deals with the mathematical modelling of 
induction contour hardening of gear wheels. In order to 
optimize the process two main evaluation criteria should be 
taken into account. The first of them is the criterion of 
uniformity of the hardened profile. But in this paper a special 
emphasis is put on the second criterion: the electrical 
efficiency of the process in comparison with classical 
hardening systems. In order to determine the electrical 
efficiency of the process: induction heating stage is 
considered. Numerical modelling  of coupled non-linear 
electromagnetic and temperature fields is provided and 
described. In order to evaluate accuracy of the proposed 
approach exemplary computations are provided. Computed 
hardness is compared with measurements and satisfactory 
accordance is achieved. 
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